
Rustage - Family Business

|intro: rustage|

Yeah, yeah

|verse 1: rustage|

I got a hidden side, it's splitting my mind

In disguise, so business like i

Live a lie, revisions i write

Like mister hyde i'm vicious inside

I'm staying fine like butterfly knives

Cable ties, i smothered my pride

Stains inside like blood and fine wine

We tying knots like husbands and wives

Ay, call me twilight how we sparkle

Startle twist, and i dodge how i'm artful

Marvel, i stay on top of the castle

Shifting the blame like i'm passing thÐµ parcel

They on the run likÐµ they marbles

Don't wanna call in the marshals

I never miss like i'm marple

Whole bunch of rascals, i'm 'bout to set an example

They ask for rappers please, and i forge 'em, i got the cake to please like

 i'm gordon

They wanna play with me like they kgb until i make 'em need a post mortem

They got a data breach of informants, thinking their agencies are important

Leave 'em with vacancies, i do it graciously, i never make a scene, i just 

cause 'em, haha

|pre-chorus: or3o|

We all have sins to hide, this feelings that we've kept inside

It's breaking me

We're trapped in this disguise, wish somebody could reach my mind

I'm breaking free



|chorus: or3o, mcgwire & rustage|

And i be hiding under mountains full of lies

I see the secrets that are written in our eyes

And i don't wanna leave

We've tied the ties of family

This is just a family business

Uh, me and the fam get it done on the clock, keep on make the statistics

Just one more job on the hitlist

Yeah, don't understand everytime that we drop it's amazing to witness

|verse 2: rustage|

Try to say i can't handle this

The man's legit, i've written every manuscript

And i can see your moves like it's battleship

Cause there ain't no plan that i've tampered with

I'm like anya, i read the brains like an analyst

I loid in, then they checking for damages

Then i'm gone like a magic trick

Make 'em all resign like it's boris johnson's cabinet

Moves like an acrobat

I'm bondman on these streets, it's so action packed

I'm so hot in berlin like a panzer tank

So they all look at me, thinking

Huh, i shine like stella

They don't remember me, i call that mandela

Predict their moves like a fortune teller

Gone in the night like i'm cinderella

Thorn princess while she at on my rose, don't need a seven to double the o's

They look like watkins, they all be kids, but they act like they grown

It's my call of duty how i'm going ghost, i'm like all the movies, i'm a go

lden globe

And i stole the show, you don't cross the fam, you're a footnote in portfolios



|pre-chorus: or3o|

We all have sins to hide, this feelings that we've kept inside

It's breaking me

We're trapped in this disguise, wish somebody could reach my mind

I'm breaking free

|chorus: or3o, mcgwire & rustage|

And i be hiding under mountains full of lies

I see the secrets that are written in our eyes

And i don't wanna leave

We've tied the ties of family

This is just a family business

Uh, me and the fam get it done on the clock, keep on make the statistics

Just one more job on the hitlist

Yeah, don't understand everytime that we drop it's amazing to witness


